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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell you a little about Share Our Strength, No Kid Hungry, and why feeding kids is so important.Then, I’ll jump into how we use cause marketing to raise awareness and funds for our cause. I’ve got three case studies to share with you today – one is a cause marketing platform, one is a messaging campaign, and one is a media-driven cause marketing campaign



Who Am I?
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Presentation Notes
But first, a little bit about me. 



No Kid Hungry is a Campaign by Share Our Strength

We’re an organization dedicated to ending hunger and poverty. Through proven, effective campaigns, we connect
people who care to ideas that work. 
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Presentation Notes
My other passion is helping end hunger and poverty in the US and around the globe. In my role at the Director of Brand and Marketing at Share Our Strength, I get to work on that each day. Who is Share Our Strength – where does No Kid Hungry come in?Share Our Strength was founded more than 30 years ago to fight hunger and poverty, as a response to the Ethiopian Famine in the mid-1980s. Today, our consumer facing brand is No Kid Hungry, a campaign we launched in 2010.I’m going to spend the rest of this presentation talking about No Kid Hungry, because that’s where all of our cause marketing initiatives live, but you can visit shareourstrength.org to learn more about the organization. 
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1 in 7 kids live with hunger in this country, and we’re the only organization focused on one clear and achievable goal: ending child hunger in this country.We do this with unique fundraising platforms, a deep and diverse roster of committed corporate partnersinfluential major donorsrelationships with bipartisan government leaders at every level of governmenta wide network of celebrity support and our grassroots supporters of folks like moms, dads, kids and more that make it all possible.We always say that everyone has a strength to share in the fight to end hunger and poverty. 



Every Kid. Healthy Food. Every Day.

Watch our video
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So what does hunger in America look like on a daily basis?It’s the kid who saves half of their school lunch to bring home to share with their brother and sister for dinner.It’s the family that has to make the choice between buying groceries and keeping the lights on.It’s the kid who shows up at school each morning without starting the day with a healthy breakfast. It’s the mom who skips meals so that her children will have enough to eat.	(These are true stories we hear them from the families we serve.)

https://vimeo.com/178372249
https://vimeo.com/178372249
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Hunger is often invisible in America, but it impacts every community in the nation – and the impact on our children is one that can effect them for the rest of their lives. 



Sources in appendix

Hunger Threatens Children's Futures

EDUCATION
3 out of 4 public school teachers 
say that students regularly come 

to school hungry.

ECONOMY
Research puts hunger’s cost 
to the U.S. economy per year 

at $167.5 billion

HEALTH 
Hungry children are sick more, 

recover more slowly & are 
hospitalized more frequently. 
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An estimated 13 million children in America live in families struggling to put food on the table. Chronic hunger has a well-documented effect on a child’s well-being. It also has a profound effect on our education, health systems and our economy. As a nation, we spend a lot of time, effort and money on ways to care for these children. Ensuring that a child has enough healthy food each day isn’t just the right thing to do, its also the smart thing to do. When we allow our nation’s children to go hungry, we are robbing this nation of the brightest minds and best talent for the future.Mention appendix.
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Grants for carts, refrigerators, meals trucks – the logistics of getting food to kids in needAdvocacy for better state and federal laws around meal programsTraining to help local leaders continue to do this work on their ownOutreach to vulnerable families to help raise awareness about existing programsResearch to identify best practices that work in communities to feed more kids
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These are the meals we’ve had a direct impact on



One-Third Fewer Hungry Kids Since We Launched No Kid Hungry
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Until poverty is resolved, the threat of childhood hunger will be there. But with the right programs – and access to those programs – hunger can be a thing that no child growing up in America should worry about. Dr. Clint Mitchell, a principal right around the corner in Fairfax County has noted that that the kids at his elementary school “aren’t hungry any more. Hunger isn’t an issue at our school.” because of the No Kid Hungry campaign. (Mount Vernon Woods Elementary School)



Value Proposition

No Kid Hungry is the only national campaign solely 

focused on ending childhood hunger in America, 

making sure every child gets three meals a day.

As experts in purpose-driven partnerships, we 

combine imagination and proven strategies to drive 

positive results for our partners and end childhood 

hunger – permanently. 

We were pioneers of cause marketing partnerships, 

our first was with AMEX for its “Charge Against 

Hunger” campaign, raising more than $20 million 

from 1993-1997.
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I’d like to spend just a couple of minutes sharing our bona fides with you when it comes to cause marketing. We’re experts in cause marketing, and we were pioneers in the space in the early 1990s, with AMEX’s Charge Against Hunger campaign.Fun fact: Stevie Wonder dedicated a tour in 1994 to the Charge Against Hunger campaign, and even wrote a hit song, ‘Take the Time Out’ to raise funds to fight hunger. 



In Good Company

We’re proud to work with many of the country’s 
brightest stars and businesses.

CELEBRITIES
EMBRACE OUR CAUSE

BLUE RIBBON 
CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS

PASSIONATE CHEFS
ON OUR SIDE
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We work with hundreds of celebrities and influencersThousands of passionate chefs – many of whom every food lover will recognizeAnd dozens of blue chip corporate partners in the cause marketing space
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In December, Steph and Ayesha Curry came on board as our national spokesfamily, and we’ve worked for many years with stars like P!nk, Kristen Bell, and the Dude himself, Jeff Bridges. 



Raising Awareness and Brand Visibility

We tell the No Kid Hungry story through multi-faceted PR campaigns and 
activations throughout the year. 

2 BILLION +
MEDIA IMPRESSIONS

ANNUALLY
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We also know how to secure earned and borrowed media, with billions of impressions annuallyAll in service of raising visibility for the No Kid Hungry brand, engaging and inspiring readers and viewers across the country.



Corporate Partners 
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Here are just some of our partners – apologies for the logo soup.



How We Work With Corporate Partners

We engage millions of Americans each year through national initiatives to generate awareness 
and raise critical funds to make No Kid Hungry a reality.
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So, how do we work with these partners on cause marketing?Through national fundraising and awareness platforms. Some are food-focused fundraising events like Taste of the Nation – a national touring tasting event – and our No Kid Hungry Dinner series.Others challenge chefs and individuals to host fundraisers for athletic and food events on our behalf.Many are customized to fit the needs of each of our partners.



Aligning with No Kid Hungry

Cause Marketing 
and Licensing: 
Leverage sales promotions 
to build brand equity and 
drive business objectives.

Culinary Programs: 
Connect with chefs and 
restaurants to create 
promotions, advertising 
and experiences.

Sponsorship: 
Connect with target 
audiences through 

our national and 
regional platforms

Customized 
Partnerships:

Create unique partnerships 
to engage target audiences 
and drive brand awareness, 

sales, and loyalty.
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Presentation Notes
All of our cause marketing partnerships, however, fall into one of these four buckets.Highlight different areas of alignmentNote that the case studies in this presentation are just a small sample meant to illustrate the types of partnerships we work with partners on



Market Research

Say that hunger is a major or important issue to 
them (ranking higher than healthcare, climate 
change, income equality)

of Americans

Say they are somewhat or very 
likely to talk to friends and family 
about the cause 

Consumers are concerned about childhood hunger in America. 

of Americans

Source: March 2014 SS&K and Benenson Strategy Group Market Research 17
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Presentation Notes
We also work to align all of our cause marketing partnerships around an editorial calendar of messaging that helps us elevate one brand message at a time.We call these “Tent Pole” moments. They are opportunities throughout the year for us to focus all of our marketing and communications efforts on one message.Review the tent poles.
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Communications Department – Team Structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we build these cause marketing partnerships? We have a large team of amazing communications professionals. I lead the Marketing side of the house, which functions as an in-house agency dedicated to storytelling, creative, and digital work.Before we dive into our three case studies, does anyone have any questions?



Dine for No Kid Hungry

Embraced by over 16,000 restaurants – Dine for No Kid Hungry has evolved into a year-round, industry-led 
movement to own and end childhood hunger in America. We help brands stand out in their community while 
standing together with the restaurant industry for a cause that resonates with both guests and employees. 

As of October 2019
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Since launch in 2008, we’ve raised more than $50 millionMore than 16,000 restaurants have joined us for Dine for No Kid Hungry.Our major activation time for Dine is September, largely around hunger awareness month and what fits best with restaurant calendars. The goal is to make No Kid Hungry the cause of choice for restaurants around the country.



Doing Good Is Good For Business

Source: Highest reported successes from Technomic restaurant survey and participant reporting
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Presentation Notes
We like to highlight that Dine does good, but is also good for businessWe improve the guest experience, increase sales, and build customer loyalty, all while raising money for No Kid HungryHow Dine for No Kid Hungry worksRestaurant or chain signs upRestaurants work with us to develop custom promotions that fit their business needsNo Kid Hungry drives awareness of Dine, but we also rely on our restaurant partners to use their assets to drive awareness



Drive Business Results While Standing For Kids

Build a customized, integrated program that meets business objectives. 
A No Kid Hungry partnership engages team members, franchisees and guests.
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Employee retention is a major issue in the restaurant industry – Dine for No Kid Hungry helps employees feel more connected to the restaurants they representHelping franchisees feel more connected to the brand is also an important outcome



The Habit Burger Grill Arby’s

Dine for No Kid Hungry Promotional Materials
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Dine for No Kid Hungry Promotional Materials

Shake Shack

Fuzzy’s Taco Shop
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Example Digital Ads: TGI Friday’s Social Posts
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We Give Partners The Tools

Digital library of video assets, 
photographs, infographics, and more. 

Turnkey issue-related social media 
posts ready for publishing.

Marketing materials, such as 
postcards and POP templates. 

Regional statistics on food insecurity 
and food hardship, sample grantees and 

community-based partners. 
25
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How do we support marketing efforts?We provide an entire resource center online for restaurants that want to partner with us – from digital to in-restaurant assets.Many of our partners use it as a jumping off point to create their own materials that are then approved by our team



MEDIA TOUR, 2017

We’re angry that kids are 
hungry. We’re #hangry.
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We also elevate Dine for No Kid Hungry and our participating brands through large-scale activations like the #Hangry bus tour. In 2018, we won an Engage for Good “Golden Halo” award for our #Hangry bus tour cause marketing promotionThis “school” bus traveled from Times Square in NYC to Los Angeles during the month of September, stopping at 17 different locations along the way. 
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Also through activations like No Kid Hungry LIVE featuring host, Busy Philipps and Chef Curtis Stone90 minutesLive on Facebook/IG/YouTubeIncluded culinary, comedy and other celebrity talentFocus was on creating content that could be used for the LIVE event, but then throughout the remainder of September for other promotional opportunities

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13dnO-dKTZl6carVJ6q9U43XcI_z8UMkF/view


Dine Megaphone: National Media

“People can get involved by ordering from a 
restaurant participating and the money will 
go directly to No Kid Hungry," Stone told 
TODAY. "It's a really easy way to help.’” 
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Activations like LIVE and the #Hangry bus, help garner national media attention, but then more importantly for many of our partners, local press.For example, LIVE received more than 212MM media impressions113M+ social impressions of #DineforNoKidHungry170K+ views of the Dine landing page 51K+ sweepstakes entries



Dine For No Kid Hungry Takeaways

WHAT WE’VE LEARNED

• We don’t directly impact the bottom line 
through our marketing…yet

• You always need to “go bigger”
• Engaged partners raise the most (3+ years)
• Multi-year partnerships are the key to success
• Marketing materials drive creativity, but rarely 

get used
• Distributed fundraising models have the 

greatest potential for long term revenue growth
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Share Summer is a signature initiative developed by No Kid 
Hungry to bring awareness and increase access to summer 
meals for kids. 

What is Share Summer? 

THEME:

• For kids who rely on the free meals they get at school, summer can be 
the hungriest time of year. Let’s share summer with them.

OBJECTIVES: 

• Drive consumer awareness of Share Summer by making it highly visible 
on No Kid Hungry channels and through earned and paid media. 

• Provide theme for corporate partners to message their support of No 
Kid Hungry and harness the halo affect and surround sound to support 
business objectives.
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Why it’s important to address summer hunger.Talk about the origin of Share Summer – how these campaigns became important to our growthBecause these are centered around a “launch” event or events, we can drive messaging and create urgency for our corporate partners to buy into a cause marketing campaign that we developThis has also served to create internal buy-in across the organization for one message, allowing the marketing team to prioritize our efforts throughout the year – we all know the direction we’re rowing in



Local Activations & 
Mobile Billboards Social Media 

and Influencers 
Earned, owned and 

paid media 

BUILD 
AWARENESS

ENGAGE 
CONSUMERS

SECURE 
MEDIA

Mobile Billboards in 10 markets with 
activations in select markets. 

Dates: June & July

How We Activate Share Summer

Increase engagement with creative social 
media programs featuring influencers and 

turn-key compelling content.  

Earned and paid media collaborations 
to offer campaign surround and lasting 

impact with consumers. 
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How do we actually activate on Share Summer, though?We Build Awareness through mobile billboards and local activations in 10 citiesWe engage consumers with paid PSA campaigns, partnerships with influencers (earned and paid), and earned and paid media. A couple of examples:iHeart radio ran radio PSAs featuring the text to find a summer meals hotline across their 1,800 stations in English and SpanishSwitch slide



Through unique Summer Meals celebration events and a 
comprehensive outreach strategy, more messages were 
sent to the summer texting line by June 2019 than all of 
the previous summer.

KICK OFF: Summer Meals celebrations in San Francisco, 
Dallas, Bentonville and NYC. 

Mobile billboards featuring the summer texting line and 
corporate partner logos traveled through 10 markets for 
seven days

CONSUMER AWARENESS: Campaign generated 51M+ 
social impressions and 27M+ impressions through earned, 
owned and paid media including coverage ET, Good Morning 
Texas and SNY

2019 Share Summer Recap
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We hosted an event at Citi Field (home of the Mets) to raise awareness in JulyYou can also see the partners that signed on to join us for Share Summer in its pilot year – these were all partners that increased on joined us as a new partner as a direct result of the Share Summer campaign. These events also allowed for corporate partners to create employee engagement experiences, with volunteers joining us as sites that feed kids when school is out – seeing our work in action

https://vimeo.com/359827159/9450d152c5


Support from No Kid Hungry Friends and Advocates

Share Summer Ambassador Ayesha 
Curry, chefs and celebrities helped 
spread the word about the summer 
texting line.

• Kristen Bell 
• P!nk
• Kevin Bacon
• Jeff Bridges
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Here are just a few of the influencers that supported us for Share Summer.



How We’ve Made an Impact Through Marketing
Since it’s launch in 2013, we’ve connected more than 1 million families with information about summer 

meals sites near them. This is what 2019 looked like.

https://public.tableau.com/profile/george.zoto#!/vizhome/SummerTextingDashboard/SummerTextingDashboard?publish=yes 35 35

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What was the CTA for consumers though? I’m glad you asked. Talk about the texting line’s origin, and the growth of the program since 2012.

https://public.tableau.com/profile/george.zoto#!/vizhome/SummerTextingDashboard/SummerTextingDashboard?publish=yes


The Importance of Microsites
We build microsites for our “tent pole” moments. These help us track traffic, promote our major CTAs, and 

provide recognitions and partner benefits. Visit https://ShareSummer.org to see one.
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https://sharesummer.org/


Share Summer Takeaways

WHAT WE’VE LEARNED

• Our marketing can make an impact on feeding 
kids directly

• Creating urgency/timeliness for our partners 
helps to engage new ones, and upsell existing 
partnerships

• Tent pole moments shouldn’t be their own 
brand

• A strong CTA – while not essential – helps 
• In person activations for summer have created 

strong employee engagement opportunities
• We need to do more market research
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Presentation Notes
Speak to the market research we’re preparing to do around summer/breakfast.



Share Summer Takeaways

3

WHAT WE’VE LEARNED

• Tent pole moments create urgency for 
corporate partnerships

• In-person activations drive local media
• We have a lot to learn about reaching 

specific populations
• Celebrity/influencer engagement is a 

must for the best results
• Strong CTAs are vital to success
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Lastly, I’d like to share a brand new cause marketing media campaign that we just launched with the Discovery Networks



Turn Up: Fight Hunger
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve included more information here than I could possibly talk through, but that’s why I’m making sure you have access to the full presentation and appendix online. The topline – Turn Up is a cause marketing media partnership between the Discovery Networks and No Kid HungryStems from a 10-year relationship with Food Network that has directly raised more than $1.5 millionStrong audience overlap – Millennial and Gen X moms (25% of whom are viewers of the Discovery Lifestyle brands – TLC, Discovery, Investigation Discovery, HGTV and Food Network)Unlike Dine for No Kid Hungry and Share Summer, we don’t “own” this brand, which makes the long term partnership we’ve had with Food Network even more essentialThis is a sustained effort for the next 5 years that will exercise every communications and marketing muscle that we have



Turn Up: Fight Hunger – Building a Movement
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The goal of the Turn Up Campaign is to provide 1 billion meals to kids in need in the next 5 years. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about larger goal of the partnership, but highlight the short term goal of GOTVHighlight the challenges of working with a partner on advocacy-related issuesFocus time on how the campaign shows up on the Discovery family of networksWe all know and love the talent that is at the heart of the Discovery Networks – from Chip and Joanna Gaines to the Bobby Flay. They’re supporting Turn Up by:SpokespersonCurated VVIP leadership eventsEngage with their fans through their social channelsParticipate in custom on-air and in-app content (FNK)Storytelling visits at locations



Turn Up: Fight Hunger – Microsite
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Here are just a couple of the assets that are being used to activate consumers around the Turn Up campaign.



Turn Up: Fight Hunger – Video Assets

Explainer Video :30

Celebrity Talent PSA
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https://app.frame.io/reviews/eee80c02-d8c9-477f-9740-c8dc7c202969/ffe017a0-3276-4123-9a84-bd94890d4512
https://app.frame.io/presentations/5ade0991-2630-477d-b1ba-87fec8bfab1e


Turn Up: Fight Hunger Takeaways

WHAT WE’VE LEARNED

• Maximizing media talent and relationship-
building is crucial to success

• Media partnerships drive awareness, but 
not necessarily fundraising

• Clear and direct lines of communication 
between partner and nonprofit

• Strong collaboration between account 
managers and communications team

• Be aware of potential brand confusion
• Audience overlap helps build affinity
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Jason Wilson

Director of Brand & Marketing

jwilson@strength.org

@NoKidHungry

THANK YOU
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APPENDIX
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More On How We Feed Kids

BREAKFAST
Making breakfast part of the regular school day, just like lunch, has a powerful effect on kids. That’s why we work with educators, political leaders 
and local nonprofits across the country to change the way schools serve breakfast. 

SUMMER MEALS
For kids who rely on school for regular meals, summer is the hungriest time of year. No Kid Hungry is helping community leaders with the funding 
and know-how they need to start summer meals sites, as well as advocating for needed changes to the national summer meals program.

AFTERSHOOL MEALS
For kids without enough to eat at home, No Kid Hungry is helping schools provide healthy meals in a safe, supervised place that they trust after the 
school day ends.

NUTRITION EDUCATION
When you help families, you help kids. That’s how No Kid Hungry's sister campaign, Cooking Matters, is helping feed kids in communities across 
the country. Though Cooking Matters, parents and caregivers learn to shop and cook healthy food on a tight budget.

RESEARCH & RESOURCES
No Kid Hungry has learned a lot about what works over the years, and we’re constantly seeking out new and better ways to feed kids. The No Kid 
Hungry Center for Best Practices, a fully-staffed, world-class research and outreach program, gives local government agencies, nonprofits and 
community leaders access to tools, research and training to end hunger in their communities.
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Citations—Hunger Is A Health Issue

Children who struggle with hunger are sick more, recover slowly, & are hospitalized more frequently. 

(Journal of Nutrition)

Food insecurity can be part of several forms of toxic stress that literally damage the architecture of a 

child’s developing brain. (RTI)

66% of low-income families report choosing between buying food and paying for medicine and health 

care in the past year (Hunger in America)
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https://www.nokidhungry.org/sites/default/files/child-economy-study.pdf
http://www.rti.org/sites/default/files/resources/full_hunger_report_final_07-24-14.pdf
http://www.feedingamerica.org/hunger-in-america/impact-of-hunger/child-hunger/child-development.html


Citations—Hunger Is An Education Issue

3 out of 4 public school teachers say that students regularly come to school hungry. (Deloitte 2015)

Average increase in standardized math scores increase by 17.5% on average when students who 

regularly start the day with a healthy breakfast. (Deloitte 2013)

9 out of 10 teachers say they are concerned about the long-term effects hunger has on children’s 

education (Deloitte 2015)
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http://hungerinourschools.org/
https://www.nokidhungry.org/pdfs/school-breakfast-brochure.pdf
http://hungerinourschools.org/


Citations—Hunger Is An Economic Issue

A study from Brandeis university put hunger’s cost to the U.S. economy per year at 

$167.5 billion. (Brandeis)

Children struggling with hunger also struggle academically, and are more likely to drop 

out before getting a high school degree. High-school dropouts make significantly less 

than their peers who graduate. (Deloitte 2013)

Summer hunger is linked to cognitive decline and summer learning loss for children from 

low-income families. Studies show re-teaching costs average $1,540 per student per 

year. (Deloitte 2013)
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http://www.brandeis.edu/now/2011/october/hunger.html
https://www.nokidhungry.org/pdfs/school-breakfast-brochure.pdf
https://bestpractices.nokidhungry.org/sites/default/files/resources/NKH_MicroReport_02_SummerHunger_Final.pdf


Market Research

• Would be likely to switch from one brand to 
another if it’s associated with a good cause 

• Have a more positive image of a product or 
company when it supports a cause they care about

of Americans

Have said companies should prioritize 
support of issues that affect both 
national and local communities

No Kid Hungry offers companies the opportunity to align with a cause nationally while communicating local impact. 

of Americans

2015 Cone Communications/Ebiquity Global CSR Study 50



Favorability Increases With No Kid Hungry Alignment

Key audiences say they view a company more favorably 
if it is aligned with No Kid Hungry:

Global Strategy Group, 2017 51

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Point: No Kid Hungry can provide a halo effect for many of brand’s key audiences. Survey Question: How favorable or unfavorable would you be towards a company that supports No Kid Hungry, an organization working to end childhood hunger (net favorability)? 	Americans: 95%Moms: 99%Millennials: 96%Millennial Parents: 99%Methodology: Global Strategy Group conducted an online survey from March 30 – April 3, 2017 among 1,000 adults and 500 millennials nationwide.



Connecting Business Segments With a Cause Everyone Can Embrace

CONSUMERS RETAIL EMPLOYEES VENDORS
/CLIENTS

SALES PROMOTIONS MULTI-WAY
PARTNERSHIPS

HQ ACTIVATIONS TO
ENGAGE EMPLOYEES

MULTI-WAY
PARTNERSHIPS

PR & EVENTS SALES INCENTIVES BAKE SALE FOR
NO KID HUNGRY SALES INCENTIVES

ONLINE &
SOCIAL MEDIA DONATIONS AT POS WORKPLACE GIVING ENTERTAIN CLIENTS AT

CULINARY EVENTS

52
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